The experimental design and theoretical description of a novel five-pulse laser spectroscopy is presented with an application to a pyridinium charge transfer complex in acetonitrile and methanol. In field-resolved polarizability response spectroscopy ͑PORS͒, an electronically resonant laser pulse first excites a solvated chromophore ͑reactant͒ and off-resonant Raman spectra of the resulting nuclear motions are measured as a function of the reaction time. The present apparatus differs from our earlier design by performing the Raman probe measurement ͑with fixed pulse delays͒ in the frequency domain. In addition, the full electric fields of the signals are measured by spectral interferometry to separate nonresonant and Raman responses. Our theoretical model shows how the PORS signal arises from nuclear motions that are displaced/driven by the photoinduced reaction. The field-resolved off-resonant ͑of the solute's electronic transitions͒ probing favors detection of solvent ͑as opposed to solute͒ dynamics coupled to the reaction. The sign of the signal represents the relative strengths of polarization responses associated with the ground and photoexcited solutions. Signatures of nonresonant and PORS signal contributions to the experimental results are analyzed with numerical calculations based on a theoretical model we have developed for reaction-induced PORS. Our model identifies two mechanisms of PORS signal generation: ͑i͒ structural relaxation induced resonance; ͑ii͒ dephasing induced resonance. In the charge transfer reaction investigated, the solvent-dependent and time-evolving ͑solvent͒ polarizability spectral density ͑PSD͒ is readily obtained. The general trend of an initial broadband inertial nuclear response followed by a decrease in the linewidth of the PSD establishes that the measured PSD is inconsistent with the approximation of a linear response. Furthermore, the explicit time evolution of the PSD is important for properly describing solvent control of reactions that do not satisfy the time-scale separability inherent to nonadiabatic kinetic models.
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of solvent motion to chemical reactions in solutions is well established. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Solvent fluctuations may initiate a chemical reaction in a system by supplying sufficient kinetic energy to allow barrier crossing at a transition state. Product stabilization then involves dissipating the excess ͑kinetic͒ energy of the system through thermal contact with the solvent. Solvent dynamics occur on the subpicosecond time scale and therefore pulsed laser spectroscopies are appropriate for their experimental study. Traditional fourwave mixing spectroscopies such as transient hole burning, [11] [12] [13] photon echo, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and time resolved fluorescence Stokes shift [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] only allow making inferences about the spectrum of solute-solvent couplings ͑i.e., the spectral density͒ by monitoring properties of the solute. Furthermore, these experimental methods also only obtain the timeintegrated spectral density of the process under investigation, so the calculation of solvent influence on the reaction thus assumes the same ͑average͒ spectral density applied throughout the process. By contrast, a new class of coherent Raman spectroscopies obtains a direct view of solvent motion in the vicinity of the solute ͑reactant͒ over the course of a reaction. Polarizability response spectroscopy ͑PORS͒ ͑Refs. 24-26͒ and resonant pump third-order Raman probe spectroscopy ͑RAPTORS͒ ͑Refs. 27-29͒ seek to measure the same dynamics, but differ substantially in implementation. The experiments are essentially a sequence of two events: ͑i͒ electronic excitation of a chromophore to initiate solvent reorganization; ͑ii͒ an off-resonant Raman probe of the resulting low-frequency nuclear motion ͑0 − 500 cm −1 ͒ of the solvent. The delay between these two events is varied to obtain the evolution of the electron-phonon coupling spectrum as the local solvent structure relaxes. Another newly developed method, femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy ͑FSRS͒, can, in principle, measure the same polarization response as the PORS and RAPTORS when the actinic pump pulse and the Raman probe pulses are respectively resonant and off-resonant of the electronic transition of the solute ͑reactant͒. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] However, applications of the FSRS have focused on the study of high-frequency vibrational resonances ͑Ͼ200 cm −1 ͒. In this paper, we present a new experimental design and theoretical model for PORS. This work follows an earlier PORS study of solvation dynamics based on a different apparatus. 24, 25, 35 Our previous design employed heterodyne detection to separate real and imaginary signal components but did not fully resolve the signal phase. By contrast, the new method presented here uses spectral interferometry to obtain the full electric fields of the signals. In addition, the Raman probe measurement is performed in the frequency domain with fixed pulse delays, as in the FSRS, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] to speed up data acquisition by about 300-fold. Acquisition of PORS spectral densities as a function of the reaction ͑or solvation͒ time now requires 1-3 hours versus 1 week in our previous time-domain implementation. 24 , 25 We present a theoretical model and numerical calculations to understand the signatures of nonresonant and Raman responses in the experimental PORS signal fields. The numerical calculations are compared to experimental measurements for the charge transfer complex, 1-ethyl-4-͑carbomethoxy͒pyridinium iodide ͑EC-MPI͒, in acetonitrile ͑MeCN͒ and methanol ͑MeOH͒. This system is well suited to comparison with the theory because its negligible extinction coefficient at the frequencies of the Raman probe pulses enhances the magnitude of the solvent response relative to that of the solute. 36, 37 Therefore, the PORS signals are dominated by motions of the solvent that are coupled to/driven by the charge transfer reaction; these are the dynamics PORS is designed to measure.
The information content of PORS is defined by its nonlinear response function, which consists of two classes of terms: those associated with the unreacting ͑ground͒ and reacting ͑excited͒ solutes. 38 We show that these terms enter the response function with opposite signs and therefore only nuclear motion that is coupled to the reaction contributes to the signal. A similar cancellation of terms in nonlinear response functions was observed in the early 1980s in coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering ͑CARS͒ experiments of vapors and low-temperature solids. [39] [40] [41] These "dephasing-induced" resonances vanish in the absence of pure homogeneous dephasing. 42 Recently, Scholes and co-workers have devised an electronically resonant transient grating experiment that uses particular tensor elements to elucidate spin relaxation in CdSe quantum dots through a cancellation of terms. [43] [44] [45] The destructive interference in the polarization response they measure is somewhat different than that observed in PORS and CARS because it originates from the circularly polarized transition dipoles of the quantum dots; it is not intrinsic to the perturbative expansion of the density operator. For example, a system with linearly polarized transition dipoles does not exhibit this destructive interference.
A theoretical model for PORS for our new experimental implementation is presented in the following section. The polarization response is first written with finite laser pulse durations. We then assume the limiting case of line shapelimited time and frequency resolution to obtain a closed expression that captures the main features of the Raman response. Section III presents the details of our interferometer and describes the laser pulse modulation scheme used to isolate the signal of interest. Experimental and numerical results are compared in Sec. IV to analyze signatures of nonresonant and Raman responses in the time-frequency shapes, emission times, 37 and real/imaginary signal components for the ECMPI/MeCN and ECMPI/MeOH systems.
II. A THEORETICAL MODEL FOR PORS
The PORS experiment is intuitively viewed as a sequence of two events: ͑i͒ electronic excitation of a solvated chromophore; ͑ii͒ an off-resonant Raman probe of the resulting nuclear motion. This sequential picture is valid when the electronically resonant pulse and the pulses of the Raman probe are well-separated compared to their durations. 38 The experimental pulse sequence is presented in Fig. 2 , where we indicate that the 1, 2; 3, 4; and 5, 6 field pairs are replicas ͑i.e., they have fixed phase relations and identical spectra͒. Fields 1 and 2 arrive at the sample at the same time; the same FIG. 1. ͑Color͒ The PORS temporal laser pulse configuration. Different colors are used to represent phase-related field pairs generated with a diffractive optic. T is the delay between the 1, 2 and 3, 4 field pairs. The carrier frequency of the resonant 1, 2 field pair is 405 nm, whereas the off-resonant fields 3-5 are centered near 810 nm. The 1, 2 and 5, 6 field pairs are respectively 100 and 140 fs in duration, whereas the 3, 4 pulse pair is spectrally filtered and has a duration of 700 fs. The delay between the 3, 4 field pair and field 5 is . For the measurements presented in this work, 1 = 2 = T and 3 = 4 = 5 =0 ͑i.e., =0͒. Field 5 arrives at a fixed delay with respect to the local oscillator, 6 .
FIG. 2. ͑Color͒ ͑a͒
View of the beam geometry in front of the sample. Field pairs represented with the same colors have fixed phase relations. Fields represented with different colors are not phase related with respect to each other. ͑b͒ Interference spectrum between the PORS signal field and field 6 ͓see Eq. ͑31͔͒. ͑c͒ The 3, 4 and 5, 6 field pairs are focused to the same spot on a diffractive optic ͑DO͒ to generate a rectangular beam pattern that is directed to the sample with a 30 cm radius of curvature spherical mirror ͑SM͒ and a flat mirror ͑FM͒. Field 6 ͑i.e., the local oscillator͒ is attenuated with a 1 mm thick reflective BK7 neutral density filter ͑ND͒. Field 5 is delayed with respect to field 6 by a 2 mm thick CaF 2 window ͑w͒.
is true for fields 3 and 4. The delay between the 1, 2 and 3, 4 field pairs is defined as T and the delay between the 3, 4 field pair and field 5 is ͑ = 0 in the present work͒. Field 6 is a reference pulse used for a full signal field determination by spectral interferometry and arrives at the sample before all other pulses. The Raman probe functions in essentially the same manner as our earlier coherent Stokes Raman scattering study of pure liquids.
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A. General and sequential polarization responses
The fundamental observable in a fifth-order nonlinear spectroscopy is the signal field, E s ͑5͒ ͑t͒, which is related to the nonlinear polarization by
where is the carrier frequency of the signal pulse and Eq. ͑1͒ assumes that the refractive index of the sample, n͑ ͒, is constant within the bandwidth of the signal. Spectroscopic techniques are defined by the pulse sequences applied to enhance particular signatures of material dynamics in P ͑5͒ ͑t͒. The electric field for a sequence of six laser pulses may be written as
where E n ͑k n ,t͒ = ⑀ n ͑t − n ͒exp͓ik n r − i n t − i n ͑t͔͒. ͑3͒
In Eq. ͑3͒, ⑀ n ͑t − n ͒ is a slowly varying envelope function for pulse n centered at time n with carrier frequency n , wave vector k n , and the temporal phase function n ͑t͒. P ͑5͒ ͑t͒ is driven with five incident laser pulses. Full signal field determination is accomplished through interference of the signal with pulse 6. The general fifth-order polarization is given by
The fifth-order response function may be written as
where eq is the equilibrium density operator. The Liouville space Green function, G͑t͒, and the dipole operator, V, are defined by
where V is the Hilbert space molecular dipole operator. 42 There are 64 terms in R ͑5͒ ͑t 5 , t 4 , t 3 , t 2 , t 1 ͒ assuming a temporally separated ␦ function field. This number increases by 5! when permutations of the electric fields are considered. The PORS response function is defined by a small subset of these terms. 38 The PORS polarization response corresponding to the pulse configuration presented in Fig. 2 is given by
where
It is worth noting that the sequential polarization response for our earlier implementation of the PORS ͑Refs. 24, 25, 35, and 38͒ is obtained by: ͑i͒ removing t 4 from the argument of pulse 5 and inserting it into the argument of pulse 4; ͑ii͒ taking pulses 3, 4, and 5 to be replicas.
B. Approximations
The goal of this paper is to obtain physical insight into material dynamics by connecting the polarization response to experimentally accessible material parameters, e.g., vibrational frequencies and linewidths, reorganization energies, and polarizabilities. To this end, we will simplify Eq. ͑8͒ by making five approximations: ͑i͒ the durations of the 1, 2 field pair and field 5 are short compared to the experimentally controlled delay T; ͑ii͒ the dephasing time intervals t 3 and t 5 ͑i.e., off-resonant interactions͒ are much shorter than the duration of field 5 and may be removed from the electric field arguments; ͑iii͒ the durations of the 1, 2 field pair and field 5 are short compared to the time scale of nuclear dynamics; ͑iv͒ the wavelength dependence of the off-resonant Raman scattering cross section is sufficiently weak that the actual frequencies may be approximated by the average of the two frequencies intrinsic to the Raman scattering process; ͑v͒ the rotating wave approximation. The same approximations were outlined in the theoretical description of our earlier time domain implementation of the PORS.
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C. Sequential PORS with finite pulses
Here, the approximations of Sec. II B are applied to Eq. ͑8͒ to express P PORS ͑5͒ ͑k s , t , , T͒ in terms of experimentally accessible parameters. The first step in the PORS sequence, excitation and relaxation of the composite solute-solvent system, is described with a model for wave packet propagation originally applied to third-order pump-probe spectroscopy. 42 Polarizability operators are then projected onto the wave packet prepared by the 1, 2 field pair to describe the second step in the PORS sequence, the off-resonant Raman probe of nuclear motion. We show how the resulting polarization response may be parametrized with properties of the laser pulses; the linear absorption spectrum of the chromophore; the vibrational frequencies, linewidths, polarizabilities, and reorganization energies of the vibronically coupled modes. The doorway wave packet developed in the context of a third-order pump-probe spectroscopy is given by
͑9͒
where I͑ 1,2 Ј − 1,2 ͒ is the power spectrum of the 1, 2 field pair. Equation ͑9͒ is the convolution of I͑ 1,2 Ј − 1,2 ͒ with Mukamel's snapshot doorway wave packet and represents the case where the 1, 2 field pair is short compared to the nuclear dynamics ͓approx. ͑iii͔͒ but not compared to optical dephasing ͓approx. ͑ii͔͒. Furthermore, we have assumed that t 2 Ϸ T ͓approx. ͑i͔͒.
It is essential to note that D͑ 1 , T͒ contains terms with positive and negative signs, which are associated with the ground and excited states of the solute, respectively. 38, 42 These terms are readily defined with Liouville space generating functions ͑LGFs͒. 42 The second-order LGFs are found by expanding the material part of Eq. ͑9͒, ͓VG͑t 1 ͒V eq ͔, then propagating the system for t 2 on either the ground or the excited state free energy surface. The four resulting LGFs are given by
where V and G are the Hilbert space operators and gg = eq ͓see Eq. ͑5͔͒. Both fields interact with either the bra or ket of 1 ͑t 1 + t 2 ͒ and 2 ͑t 1 + t 2 ͒ and therefore these LGFs cannot lead to excitation of the system. By contrast, one interaction occurs with the bra and one with the ket of 3 ͑t 1 + t 2 ͒ and 4 ͑t 1 + t 2 ͒, thereby transforming the density operator from gg to ee . It should be noted that the LGFs, i ͑t 1 + t 2 ͒, depend separately on the two time arguments and not on their sum. 42 The four LGFs of Eq. ͑10a͒-͑10d͒ are the "roots" of all terms in the full fifth-order PORS response function, which are obtained by further expansion of the density operator. We have explicitly presented the 16 terms in the PORS response function elsewhere. 38 Equation ͑9͒ may be written as a nuclear wave packet in a coordinate space by assuming parabolic ͑harmonic͒ free energy surfaces, the overdamped limit of nuclear relaxation, and the static limit of line broadening. 42 The wave packet is given by
where j is an index for the nuclear mode q j , m denotes the electronic state of the solute, and q j m ͑T͒ and ␦q j 2 ͑T͒ are the delay-dependent position and variance, respectively, of the wave packet when the solute is in state m. D j g ͑q j , T͒ arises from the 1 ͑t 1 + t 2 ͒ and 2 ͑t 1 + t 2 ͒ theLGFs, whereas 3 ͑t 1 + t 2 ͒ and 4 ͑t 1 + t 2 ͒ give rise to D j e ͑q j , T͒. Therefore, as shown below, these wave packets enter the full response function with opposite signs. 38 The position and width of the wave packet are
where j is the frequency of mode j, M j ͑T͒ describes the dynamics of nuclear relaxation, j is the reorganization energy of mode j with respect to the two electronic levels of the solute, ␤ is the Boltzmann factor ͑i.e., ␤ =1/kT͒, and
. ͑14͒
Equations ͑15͒ and ͑16͒ assume the 1, 2 field pair has a Gaussian spectrum with the center frequency 1,2 and variance ␦ 1,2 2 ͓see Eq. ͑9͔͒. The description of the PORS polarization response requires projecting polarizability operators onto D j m ͑q j , T͒. The polarizability operator is defined as
where pr = 1 2 ͑ 3 + 5 ͒ ͓approx. ͑iv͔͒. The frequency dependence of ␣͑ pr ͒ is very weak within the bandwidth of the laser pulses for samples that are transparent with respect to fields 3, 4, and 5. Therefore, we hereafter omit pr from the argument of ␣͑ pr ͒.
The nonequilibrium PORS correlation function can now be written in a basis of discrete nuclear modes as
where ␣ j ͑t͒ is the polarizability operator for mode j. It is important to note that ⌽ j m ͑t 4 , T͒ depends on the spectrum of the resonant 1, 2 field pair through Eq. ͑9͒, whereas R ͑5͒ ͑t 5 , t 4 , t 3 , t 2 , t 1 ͒ ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒ is a purely material function. Equation ͑19͒ resembles the third-order coherent Raman scattering response function obtained under similar approximations. The third-order polarizability susceptibility is given by 47 
␣␣
The fundamental difference between Eqs. ͑16͒ and ͑17͒ is that the polarizabilities are projected onto the equilibrium density operator in Eq. ͑17͒, whereas they are projected onto the nonequilibrium doorway wave packet in Eq. ͑16͒. The form of Eq. ͑16͒ and its close relation to Eq. ͑17͒ enhances physical insight. Furthermore, Eq. ͑16͒ is a useful representation because the further manipulations shown below make use of the analytical tools developed in the context of fourwave mixing spectroscopies. 42 The assumption of linear response and Lorentzian line shapes for the Raman bands yields
͑18͒
The effects of finite frequency resolution are incorporated by convoluting ⌽ j m ͑t 4 , T͒ with the finite duration pulses of the Raman probe
We next introduce the quasi-instantaneous electronic nonlinearity of the solution to compute realistic signals at short pulse delays, T. The nonresonant responses of liquids generally give rise to broadband signal emission when the pulses are overlapped in the sample. 37, 46, 48 By taking all field-matter interactions in Eq. ͑4͒ to occur simultaneously, the nonresonant polarization response can be written as
͑20͒
The total polarization response
is a linear combination of the vibrationally resonant PORS and nonresonant contributions.
D. Model for line shape-limited time-frequency resolution
In this section, we present a simplified expression for the PORS polarization response in the limit that ͑i͒ the 1, 2 field pair and field 5 are temporal ␦ functions and ͑ii͒ the 3, 4 field pair is monochromatic. The effect on ⌽ j m ͑t 4 , T͒ of assuming the 1, 2 pulse pair has infinite bandwidth is found by taking ␦ 1,2 2 to be infinite in Eqs. ͑11͒-͑13͒. Next, we modify Eq.
͑19͒ by replacing E 5 ͑t − t 4 ͒ with the ␦ function ␦͑t − t 4 ͒ and setting E 3 ͑t − t 4 ͒ = E 4 ͑t − t 4 ͒ = exp͑i 3,4 t͒, where 3,4 is the carrier frequency of the 3, 4 field pair. The resulting expression is further simplified by defining the nonequilibrium correlation function
where the ␦ function, ␦͓q j m ͑T͒ − q j ͔, restricts the integral in Eq. ͑18͒ to the maxima of the wave packets. The polarization response for this limiting case is given by 
and
The origins of the PORS response are particularly clear in Eqs. ͑24a͒-͑24c͒. The two mechanisms of PORS signal generation are: (i) structural relaxation induced resonance; (ii) dephasing induced resonance. 38 The definition of structural relaxation induced resonance is clarified by assuming that
e , then P PORS ͑5͒ ͑ rs , T͒ is nonzero only for modes with nonzero reorganization energies, j . Thus, only modes displaced by the reaction contribute to the signal. Furthermore, ⌬q j ͑T͒ contains two terms with opposite signs; the consequence is that signal strength is predicted to increase as the solvent structure relaxes following electronic excitation of the solute ͑i.e., initiation of the reaction͒. Finally, the key to mechanism ͑i͒ is that the polarizability, ␣͓⌬q j ͑T͔͒, is coordinate dependent, otherwise the two terms in P PORS ͑5͒ ͑ rs , T͒ would cancel for all values of T. Dephasing induced resonance occurs when ⌫ j g ⌫ j e , which allows P PORS ͑5͒ ͑ rs , T͒ to be nonzero even if the reorganization energy is zero. [39] [40] [41] Figure 3 illustrates the physical process underlying Eqs. ͑24a͒-͑24c͒. The experiment begins when the electronically resonant pulse, E 1,2 , interacts with the equilibrium system to create ground and excited state populations, which are associated with the terms on the left and right in Eq. ͑24a͒. Reorganization of the solvent structure surrounding the excited system is described by evolution of the coordinate ⌬q j ͑T͒ ͓Eq. ͑24c͔͒. The solvent structure surrounding the ground state solute molecules does not relax in T because E 1,2 is taken to be a temporal ␦ function ͑i.e., ground state wave packet amplitude is not allowed to develop͒. The final step in Reaction induced spectral densities J. Chem. Phys. 127, 184505 ͑2007͒
the experiment occurs at time T when the difference in the polarizability spectra for the two populations is measured with an off-resonant Raman probe pulse sequence ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Figure 3 emphasizes that the interaction of the system with the resonant pulse, E 1,2 , is the origin of the 180°o ut-of-phase polarization responses. Equations ͑10a͒-͑10d͒ shows that this interference arises from an even and odd number of field-matter interactions occurring with the ket for ground and excited state terms, respectively.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Signal detection by spectral interferometry
The present measurement approach is valid when fields 3-6 are off-resonant with respect to electronic transitions of the solution, including transient absorption of the excited state of ECMPI produced by excitation with fields 1 and 2. We have confirmed that a transient absorption signal is not measured in a pump-probe configuration in which the solution is pumped at 405 nm and probed at 810 nm. However, while transient resonances of ECMPI may be nonabsorptive at 810 nm, they can still contribute to the measured dynamics through the wings of their dispersive line shapes. 36, 49, 50 Therefore, we seek to measure only the imaginary part of Eq. ͑24a͒-͑24c͒, which is 90°out-of-phase with signal fields that are associated with the dispersive wings of the solute's resonances. This is accomplished by measuring the full electric field of the signal.
Spectral interferometry is used to determine the full electric field of the signal. [51] [52] [53] [54] As indicated in Fig. 2 , the signal and local oscillator ͑field 6͒ are automatically collinear after the sample because the field pair generated with the diffractive optic gives the correct phase matching geometry. The total interference spectrum, I tot ͑ t , , T , 6 ͒, is given by [55] [56] [57] 
͑25͒
where E s ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ is defined in Eq. ͑1͒. We note that t is conjugate to t, where t = 0 is defined as the time the peak of field 5 arrives at the sample ͑see Fig. 1͒ . 
where j ͑ t , T , ͒ = j ͑ t , T , ͒exp͓ik j r͔ and ͑ t ͒ is the phase difference between the signal and local oscillator,
oscillates at a frequency determined by the delay of field 5 with respect to field 6, 6 ͑see Fig. 1͒ . An example of I SI ͓ t , , T ; ͑ t ͔͒ is shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . The signal field is found by obtaining values for the three parameters of Eq. ͑26͒: the delay, 6 , is acquired by Fourier transforming an interferogram of fields 5 and 6; the power spectrum of the local oscillator, ͉ 6 ͑ t ͉͒ 2 , is measured while all other fields are blocked; the phase of the local oscillator, 6 ͑ t ͒, is calibrated by performing a PORS experiment with the pure solvent ͑the pure solvent is exchanged for the solution without moving the flow cell͒. Dividing Eq. ͑26͒ by 6 ͑k 6 , t ͒ and exp͑−i t 6 ͒ then adding 6 ͑ t ͒ to ͑ t ͒ gives the signal field
We take the phase of the signal for a pure transparent solvent at T = = 0 to be / 2 for our parametrization of s ͑ t ͒.
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B. Passive phase stabilization
The technical issues associated with detecting the PORS signal field are similar to those discussed in Ref. 46 where we demonstrated that the signal phase for coherent Stokes Raman emission with a four-pulse beam geometry is inherently stabilized by cancellations between the phases of two field pairs generated with a diffractive optic. The full field determination capability of PORS is based on similar considerations of the beam geometry and the use of two phaserelated field pairs. The phase stability of the interferometer is passive in that the phase calibration procedure described in the previous subsection is performed and no further adjustments are made.
The PORS signal is emitted in the phase-matched direction k s =−k 1 + k 2 − k 3 + k 4 + k 5 , which corresponds to the signal phase
The key to passive phase stability is to design the experiment so that fluctuations between phases in the three bracketed terms cancel. The utility of diffractive optics for this purpose was first demonstrated in four-wave mixing experiments. [60] [61] [62] Our experimental beam geometry and interferometer are presented in Fig. 2 . The first two field-matter interactions occur with a single laser pulse in our experiment so the cancellation of the ͓ 2 − 1 ͔ term in Eq. ͑28͒ is trivial. We achieve cancellations in the second and third terms of Eq. ͑28͒ by deriving the 3, 4 and 5, 6 field pairs from the ±1
diffraction orders produced with a diffractive optic. These two field pairs are "phase-locked" or phase related, meaning that the two pulses of a particular field pair have identical phase fluctuations. Therefore, cancellation of the ͓ 4 − 3 ͔ and ͓ 5 − 6 ͔ terms is also obtained. The long term phase stability is ±5°over several hours and is primarily limited by temperature stability ͑drift͒ in the laboratory. A feedback algorithm for active phase stabilization of the interferometer is unnecessary.
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C. Isolating the signal of interest
The beam geometry uses a single electronically resonant laser pulse rather than two noncollinear beams to excite the chromophore. Therefore, a third-order signal associated with the Raman probe is emitted in the same direction as the PORS signal. Furthermore, additional third-order signals may contribute when the electronically resonant field͑s͒ arrives before field 6 ͑i.e., when T Ͼ 1 ps͒. In this section, we show how these lower order and unwanted optical signals can be removed by modulating the amplitudes of the pulses.
Four third-order polarization responses emit fields in the same phase matched direction as the PORS signal. Assuming the beam geometry given in Fig. 2 , these terms are specified by their wave vectors as
S 4 ͑3͒ : k s = − k 4 + k 4 + k 6 . ͑29d͒ E 6 ͑k 6 , t͒ does not interact with a polarization induced by E 5 ͑k 5 , t͒ because these two fields are well-separated compared to their durations ͑see Fig. 2͒ . All undesired third-order polarization responses can be removed by modulating two beams. We choose to modulate the electronically resonant beam, E 1 ͑k 1 , t͒ and E 2 ͑k 2 , t͒, and the beam that generates the E 3 ͑k 3 , t͒, E 4 ͑k 4 , t͒ field pair before it reaches the diffractive optic ͑see Fig. 2͒ . The total signal field should be considered under four conditions:
These four conditions yield the four total signal fields 
D. Details of implementation
Our experiments are performed with a home built 1 kHz Ti:Sapphire laser system 59 and the interferometer presented in Fig. 2͑a͒ . Briefly, the 3, 4 and 5, 6 field pairs are generated by filtering the laser system fundamental in all-reflective 4F pulse stretchers aligned for zero dispersion. Fields 1, 2 are obtained as the second harmonic of the laser system ͑405 nm͒. As shown in Fig. 2 , the beams form a square pattern after the diffractive optic ͑DO͒, where the angle between the ±1 diffraction orders is 5.0°at 800 nm. Pulse energies at the sample are 400 nJ/pulse for the electronically resonant beam ͓200 m full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ spot size͔ and 200 nJ/pulse for pulses 3-5 ͑100 m FWHM spot sizes͒. The sample is contained in a 1 mm path length flow cell with an optical density of 0.3 at 400 nm. The signal and local oscillator pulses, which are collinear after the sample, are focused into a 0.32 m monochromator ͑Jobin-Yvon TRIAX 320͒, dispersed with a 600 g/mm grating ͑blazed at 450 nm͒ and imaged on a charge coupled device array detector ͑Hamamatsu S7032-1007͒. The electronically resonant pulse is modulated at 10 Hz with a mechanical shutter ͑Thorlabs͒. The chemical reaction time, T, is less than 1 ps for all measurements reported here and the bandwidth of the 3-4 field pair is 25 cm −1 , which allows the PORS signal to be isolated by computing S i Total − S ii Total ͑see Sec. III C͒.
IV. COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL SIGNALS
In this section, theoretical calculations are compared to experimental measurements for the ECMPI charge transfer complex in acetonitrile ͑MeCN͒ and methanol ͑MeOH͒ to identify signatures of P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ and P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ in the measured signal fields. Parameters of the theoretical model are given in Table I . These values are chosen because they roughly reproduce the experimental signals for T Ͼ 150 fs. The coordinate dependence of the polarizability assumed here is discussed in Appendix A. The 1, 2 and 3, 4 field pairs are taken to be Gaussian functions with 100 and 700 fs FWHM durations. The form of field 5 is given in Appendix B. The experimental and theoretical spectra of the Raman probe fields are presented in Fig. 4͑a͒ . Figure 4͑b͒ shows the temporal profiles of the theoretical laser pulses.
A. Real and imaginary signal components
Absorptive and dispersive polarization responses are 90°o ut-of-phase and are therefore separable as real and imaginary signal components, respectively. The different time scales for relaxation in T also follows from the fact that P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ vanishes when the applied fields are not temporally overlapped in the sample ͓Eq. ͑20͔͒, whereas the relaxation time scale of P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ in T depends only on the material properties ͓Eq. ͑19͔͒. Figures 5͑c͒ and 5͑d͒ respectively present the real and imaginary experimental signal components of ECMPI in MeOH. In contrast to the real spectra of ECMPI/MeCN given in Fig. 5͑a͒ , the real component exhibits a sign change at negative T with positive amplitude at lower values of the Raman shift. Similar features were observed at negative T in field-resolved transient grating measurements for electronically resonant systems. 36, 37, 59 This sign change represents a quasi-instantaneous response in the region of the pulse convolution. As T increases, the amplitude becomes completely positive and the spectral content shifts to lower frequencies. The experimental imaginary component exhibits a similar sign change to that observed for the real component at negative T; the amplitude becomes completely positive near T = 0 then changes sign again near T = 200 fs. Similar to the real component in Fig. 5͑c͒ , the spectral content shifts to lower frequencies as T increases.
The theoretical real and imaginary components of P tot ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ are displayed in Figs. 5͑e͒ and 5͑f͒. The real component exhibits a similar sign change in amplitude at negative T to that observed experimentally for ECMPI in MeOH. However, the sign change is inverted at positive T. 
FIG. 4. ͑Color͒ ͑a͒
Experimental ͑solid black͒ and theoretical ͑green͒ spectra of the 3, 4 field pair, where the theoretical spectrum is taken to be a Gaussian with a FWHM of 25 cm −1 . Experimental ͑dashed black͒ and theoretical ͑red͒ spectra of field 5, where the theoretical spectrum is computed as discussed in Appendix B. The experimental spectrum of field 5 is centered at 810 nm. The Raman shift is defined as rs = 3,4 − t . ͑b͒ Temporal profiles of the 1, 2 field pair ͑blue͒; the 3, 4 field pair ͑green͒; the 5, 6 field pair ͑red͒. The 1, 2 field pair is Gaussian in form with a 100 fs FWHM.
FIG. 5. ͑Color͒
. ͑32͔͒. Theoretical ͑e͒ real and ͑f͒ imaginary signal components of P tot ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ computed with Eqs. ͑24a͒-͑24c͒. Theoretical ͑g͒ real and ͑h͒ imaginary signal components of P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ computed with Eq. ͑22͒. Theoretical ͑i͒ real and ͑j͒ imaginary signal components of P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ computed with Eq. ͑23͒. All calculations use the parameters given in Table I . The data within each row are normalized to the maximum value for that pair of spectra. This is a signature of a gating effect between the resonant 1, 2 field pair and field 5, which arises from the instantaneous response of P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒. The real component becomes completely positive and centered at 60 cm −1 for T Ͼ 250 fs. By contrast, the imaginary component is sharply peaked and possesses all positive amplitude near T = 0. It exhibits a dispersive line shape ͑i.e., a Kramers-Kronig transform of the real part͒ centered at 60 cm −1 for T Ͼ 250 fs. P tot ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ is decomposed into P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ and
dominates the signal emission near T = 0, whereas P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ contributes at larger values of T when the pulses are no longer temporally overlapped. P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ is zero for T Ͻ 0 by approximation ͑i͒ of Sec. II B. Therefore, the rise of P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ in T may be underestimated by Eq. ͑21͒. Our experimental data for both systems ͓Figs. 5͑a͒-5͑d͔͒ do not exhibit the sign change associated with P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ at short positive T, which suggests that P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ dominates the signal in this range of T in the experiment. It is interesting that the real spectra for the ECMPI/MeCN and ECMPI/MeOH solutions respectively do and do not exhibit the theoretically predicted sign change associated with P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ at negative T. The rise of P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ in T is apparently faster in MeCN than in
MeOH; Eq. ͑27͒ shows that this difference arises from faster relaxation of the local solvent structure for MeCN than for MeOH. We further explore the consequences of the different solvent dynamics on reaction rates in another publication.
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B. Time-frequency shapes
Time-frequency representations were first used in experimental four-wave mixing investigations during the last decade. 53, 54, 64 As discussed above, recent technical advances in experimental designs 60, 65 and field-resolved detection methods [51] [52] [53] [54] have allowed for robust measurements of electric fields at optical wavelengths in nonlinear spectroscopies. We have recently examined signal fields with this representation in studies of chemical reaction dynamics, 36, 59, 66 solute and solvent signal field resolution 37 and high-frequency Raman responses of pure liquids. 46 These studies have found that signatures of resonant and nonresonant responses are readily identified in the spectrograms of the signal fields. Figure 6 presents experimental signal fields ͓Eq. ͑27͔͒ that have been transformed into spectrograms using
where g͑t − ͒ is taken to be a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 100 fs. There are clear differences in the evolution of the signal fields for the two systems. The emission time ͑i.e., peak of the projection onto time axis͒ for ECMPI/ MeOH is delayed with respect to that of ECMPI/MeCN at T = 0 fs. We reiterate that t = 0 fs is defined as the time field 5 arrives at the sample ͑see Fig. 1͒ . The emission times become similar for T Ն 100 fs. However, the data show significant differences in the spectral content for the two systems at these pulse delays. The spectral content evolves toward lower vibrational frequencies in ECMPI/MeOH compared to ECMPI/MeCN as T increases from 100 to 300 fs. In addition, the signal field duration is 1.2-1.5 times greater for ECMPI/MeOH than for ECMPI/MeCN. Signatures of P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ and P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ ͓see Eq. ͑21͔͒ are decomposed in the theoretical spectrograms presented in Fig. 7 . Parameters used in these computations are given in Table I . The spectrograms associated with P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ exhibit a decrease in the time of signal emission as T increases. By contrast, the time-frequency shapes of P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ are essentially independent of the pulse delay,
T. P tot ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ is a superposition of these two polarization responses. P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ dominates P tot ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ at T = 0 fs, whereas P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ dominates P tot ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ for T Ն 200 fs.
P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ and P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ are of similar magnitude at T = 125 fs and strongly interfere; the signal field possesses a narrow pulse width limited feature associated with P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ at T = −80 fs followed by a trailing exponential decay in t that arises from P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒. Similar interference effects between resonant and nonresonant polarization responses were discussed in the context of field-resolved coherent Stokes Raman scattering experiments with pure liquids. 46 Inspection of Fig. 7 reveals that the bandwidths of the theoretical signals exceed that of field 5 ͓see Fig. 4͑a͔͒ . The calculated signal bandwidth is determined by Eq. ͑20͒, where field 5 is multiplied by the shorter duration fields 1 and 2. To illustrate this concept, Fig. 4͑b͒ displays the temporal pulse configuration used to compute P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ in Fig. 7͑c͒ . It is clear that P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒, which is a simple product of these fields, must have a shorter duration than field 5 alone. This is a purely nonresonant effect. P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ does not exceed the bandwidth of field 5 because its finite response time is limited by the inverse linewidths of the vibrational reso- FIG. 6 . ͑Color͒ Experimental PORS signal spectrograms processed with Eq. ͑31͒. PORS signal spectrograms for the ECMPI/MeCN and ECMPI/MeOH solutions at T = 0 fs are given in ͑a͒ and ͑b͒, respectively. PORS signal spectrograms for the ECMPI/MeCN and ECMPI/MeOH solutions at T = 100 fs are given in ͑c͒ and ͑d͒, respectively. PORS signal spectrograms for the ECMPI/MeCN and ECMPI/MeOH solutions at T = 200 fs are given in ͑e͒ and ͑f͒, respectively. PORS signal spectrograms for the the ECMPI/ MeCN and ECMPI/MeOH solutions at T = 300 fs are given in ͑g͒ and ͑h͒, respectively.
nances, which are 200 fs for the present model ͑see Table I͒ . Therefore, the vibrational frequency associated with P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ is well defined by its Raman shift with respect to the frequency of the 3, 4 field pair. The present experiment is insensitive to the larger bandwidth of P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ because field 6 is a replica of field 5; signals are not detected at frequencies where the amplitude of field 6 is negligible ͓see Eq. ͑26͔͒.
C. Emission times
Our previous four-wave mixing studies have shown that the delay in signal emission for resonant polarization responses directly reflects the bandwidths of transient electronic resonances ͑i.e., wave packet dynamics͒. 36, 59, 66 Emission times increase as transition linewidths become narrower by way of a Kramers-Kronig relation between the absorptive and dispersive components of the polarization response; the slope of the spectral phase is the delay in the signal emission time. Similarly, the bandwidth of P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ reflects the distribution of the reorganization energy among various nuclear motions; the concentration of reorganization energy within a narrow frequency range results in a narrow signal bandwidth which in turn gives rise to a greater delay in the time of signal emission. The experimental emission times, t em , displayed in Fig.  8͑a͒ are computed with
where = 0 for all measurements and calculations. The emission times for ECMPI in MeCN decrease monotonically with increasing T. By contrast, the emission times for ECMPI in MeOH initially decrease at negative T then increase for delays greater than T = 200 fs. The emission times computed for P tot ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ are also presented in Fig. 8͑a͒ . As in the experimental data, t em ͑T͒ exhibits a negative slope with respect to T near T = 0. The value of t em ͑T͒ then increases sharply near T = 200 fs and converges to a constant value of t em ͑T͒ = 70 fs. The calculation captures the main features of the experimental observation, but does not exhibit a smooth transition from P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ near T =0 to P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ for T Ͼ 200 fs. Approximation ͑i͒ of Sec. II B causes this deviation between experiment and theory near T =0. Emission times computed for P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ and P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ are presented in Fig. 8͑b͒ . The emission times of P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ converge to a constant value by T = 200 fs, whereas those of P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ decrease linearly with increasing T. A similar effect has also been observed in recent heterodyned transient grating measurements. 37, 48, 67 The signal generation mechanism can be understood by considering the electronic nonlinearity of the liquid to respond instantaneously to the applied fields. Therefore, t em ͑T͒ follows the convolution of the laser pulses ͑see Fig. 4 Table I . Signal fields arising from P tot ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒, P PORS ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ and P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ at T = 0.1 fs are given in ͑a͒, ͑b͒, and ͑c͒, respectively; at T = 125 fs are given in ͑d͒, ͑e͒, and ͑f͒, respectively; at T = 200 fs are given in ͑g͒, ͑h͒, and ͑i͒, respectively; at T = 300 fs are given in ͑j͒, ͑k͒, and ͑l͒, respectively. The magnitudes of the spectrograms in each row are plotted on the same logarithmic scale, where each contour lines represents a different decade. There are 10 decades in the first row and 6 decades in the second, third, and fourth rows. 38 Linear response is apparently a poor approximation for the solvated ECMPI systems. A nonequilibrium time-dependent spectral density representation is therefore required. Previous PORS 25 and RAPTORS 28 experiments also suggest that the assumption of linear response does not hold for Coumarin laser dyes solvated in acetonitrile.
D. Spectral evolution
The spectral density represents the distribution of reorganization energy ͑i.e., solute-solvent coupling strength͒ with respect to the frequency of nuclear motion. The PORS signal is linear in the reorganization energy under the assumption of small nuclear displacements. 26 The spectral evolution of E s ͑ t , , T͒ reflects the redistribution of reorganization energy among various solvent motions as the system equilibrates. As discussed above, P NR ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ gives rise to a strong dispersive response when the pulses are overlapped in the sample and therefore the spectral density is most directly obtained by considering the real signal component at short T. The representation considered in this section is useful for viewing general trends in the evolving spectral density for T at which the photoinitiating and Raman probe pulses are well separated ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Figure 5͑a͒ presents the first moment of the experimental signal spectra obtained with
where rs = 3,4 − t . The ⍀ rs ͑T͒ for ECMPI in MeCN decrease from 130 cm −1 at T = 0 fs to 110 cm −1 at T = 500 fs.
The ⍀ rs ͑T͒ for ECMPI in MeOH is initially 150 cm −1 near T = 0 then rapidly decreases for T Ͼ 200 fs and finally converges to 60 cm −1 at T = 350 fs. The calculated ⍀ rs ͑T͒ associated with P tot ͑5͒ ͑t , , T͒ in Fig. 9͑a͒ exhibits a 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents our new full field-resolved implementation of PORS and explains the issues involved in its design and implementation. Signal detection by spectral interferometry is accomplished with the robust phase stability provided by a diffractive optic based interferometer. As discussed in Sec. III C, the signal of interest is obtained by combining a noncollinear beam geometry with a scheme for modulating the amplitudes of the individual beams. A major advantage to the present method over our previous apparatus 25 is that the measurement of the Raman response is performed in the frequency domain with fixed pulse delays giving 300 times faster data acquisition. In addition, the signal field is fully resolved to reveal signatures of nonresonant and Raman responses in the time-frequency shapes of the signals as well as the real and imaginary signal components. Our measurements show that the main limitation to viewing sub-100 fs dynamics in the present experiment is that the nonresonant response emits a strong background field when the pulses are overlapped in the sample. Recent applications of pulse shaping in coherent Raman spectroscopies suggest that the nonresonant contribution can be suppressed by modulating the phases of the Raman probe fields. 68, 69 This work is aimed at obtaining physical insight into the origin of the PORS response. Equations ͑24a͒-͑24c͒ and Fig.  3 Table I. cause temporally well-separated photoinitiation and Raman probe events are assumed ͑see Fig. 1͒ . As an alternative to the present approach, the region of the laser pulse overlap could be more accurately described with a theoretical model that explicitly integrates over t 1 , t 2 , and t 4 of Eq. ͑8͒; the t 3 and t 5 intervals can still be taken as instantaneous provided that the solution is transparent at the carrier frequencies of fields 3-6. Such a model could take full advantage of the dynamic range provided by spectral interferometry by relating material dynamics to the more subtle features of the signals. However, these additional insights would come at a significant increase in the computational expense because nested integrals would have to be evaluated. The observed T dependence of the PORS line shape suggests that the approximation of linear response does not hold for the ECMPI systems. For this reason, we have assumed a phenomenological solvation correlation function, M j ͑T͒, to describe the overdamped relaxation of the nuclear coordinate in our model calculations. Overdamped motion in T is consistent with our data as recurrences in the signal amplitude and phase are not observed. Of course, this approximation may not hold for all systems. As demonstrated in a recent ͑fifth order͒ off-resonant femtosecond stimulated Raman study of deuterio-chloroform, it is essential to account for underdamped nuclear coherences in T because they cause recurrences in the signal phase, which reflect anharmonic couplings between nuclear modes. 70 Similarly, applications of PORS with shorter duration laser pulses, capable of exciting nuclear coherences in T, are expected to uncover signatures of anharmonic couplings between nuclear relaxation of the composite solute-solvent system in T and the solvent modes probed in t 4 .
Our analysis suggests that a nonresonant response dominates the signal emission at short delays along the reaction time coordinate, T, for the ECMPI/MeOH system, whereas the resonant PORS response essentially rises with the convolution of the resonant pulse with the pulses of the Raman probe for ECMPI/MeCN. We interpret this difference as an indication that the electronic excitation-induced nuclear reorganization occurs on a much faster time scale for ECMPI/ MeCN than ECMPI/MeOH, which is consistent with previous measurements of solvation time scales for these solvents. 71 The present theoretical model has established that the experimentally observed evolution of the PORS line shapes in the reaction time, T, is a signature that the approximation of linear response does not hold for these systems. Further development of the PORS theoretical description will aim to go beyond the linear response approximations traditionally used to describe chemical reactions of solvated systems. The practical goal of these PORS measurements is to connect the time-evolving spectral densities to the reaction dynamics. We pursue this goal in another publication. 26 
